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1. The light version of the installer will now install an entry in the registry specifying
that the ISO can be accessed through a removable media, a network drive, or the

local disk. This means that you can also choose to install it to a USB flash drive (this
feature will be present only in the RedPill version) That pesky /dev/sda may actually
be a bug in the syno kernel. According to the IdxMap it should NOT present itself at
the first spot grrr... we set it to map controller 1 to like 20 and it still used the first

disk (and only the first) at /dev/sda. There may be a way to use remap of ports
(another feature which syno uses extensively on their boards) to move it. It would

actually explain why syno uses a long string of remaps (comically long, like
30-entries-long) instead of a map on some of their boards... as map seems to not
work properly. We will play with it. Can you create an issue in the redpill-lkm repo,

so we don't lose track of that You will also find new animations as you move
through each page. Microsoft is even adding an option to set the computer name as
you complete the setup in this new version. The option to create an online account

is now buried inside the Sign in options page, and when setting up Windows 11
Home, users will be required to have an internet connection, and they will be forced

to create an account with a Microsoft account. However, theres a workaround to
skip the requirement and continue with an offline account. In practice, the entire

redpill-core repository contains the list of all apps that are supported out of the box.
There are some that may work on Windows 8.1 and even on Windows 10, but not

everyone is happy with Windows10. Most of the community fork or package drivers,
or develop their own drivers. Among those, there is a lot of desktop specific stuff. A

lot of 3D, screen capture (`obrazek`) etc.
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the next time you boot up windows 8, you will find that
the desktop ui feels less like a windows 8 and more

like a windows 7-based experience as some of the apis
like shell api and explorer.dll are reverted to their pre-

metro period. unfortunately, some elements and
functions like microsoft office ui and charms bar will

remain the same. as the new windows is approaching,
many users wonder how this new operating system

will behave on their legacy windows 7 based
machines. the good news is that windows 8 activation

remains the same. you can activate your copy of
windows 8 and unlock additional features on almost
any existing windows 7 based computer. if you find

that the operating system does not boot as expected,
check your hardware and perform a clean installation
to overcome this. you should know that the activation
may not work on some older windows 7 computers. try
replacing the hard drive with another copy of windows

7 that you have and boot it up. if the same result
occurs, then it is possible that the windows media

creation tool has not been installed correctly. we will
now focus on the upcoming windows 7 based legacy

computers in detail and examine the new features the
operating system offers. for instance, windows 8

allows its users to set up a guest account to protect
their important personal data. while this is a very good
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security mechanism, many users struggle to set up
their pcs to secure their information. we will now try to
make that task easier for them. later on, we will also

review some of the problems with windows 7 and how
you can fix them. 5ec8ef588b
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